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RAH Infotech along with Cisco organises
Session on Security Networking and Meraki

R

AH Infotech, the fastest growing
value added distributor in India
in association with Cisco Systems conducted a seminar on ‘Security networking and Meraki’ at Gurgaon recently.
The seminar was organised to educate
RAH Infotech’s customers on Security
networking and Meraki solutions from
Cisco.
During the seminar, Manjeet Singh,
Senior VP, RAH Infotech introduced to
audience the legacy of RAH Infotech
and its decade of accomplishments in
the value added distribution arena. He
threw light on the ways RAH Infotech
adds value to its customers’ businesses
and how it is an extended arm of its
channel partners and customers. The
highlight of his brief note was the emphasis RAH Infotech is placing on IT
Services, Managed Services and how
well it is equipped to deliver the same to

its customers.
Arun Negi, Product Sales Specialist,
Enterprise Networking, Cisco helped
the audience gain knowledge on driving
the mobility initiatives seamlessly by on
boarding new devices and controlling it
easily through the cloud managed Meraki dashboards. He also discussed the advantages of Meraki and how some of its
features including Centralized Management, Network Insight and Monitoring,
L7 Application Visibility, Virtual Stacking, IPv6 Support, Link Aggregation,
Role-based Administration and Detailed
Client Device Views help its customers
gain competitive edge.
Srinath Biswas, Associate Account
Manager, Cisco Security addressed the
audience on ways to increase the network’s reliability, usability and integrity
by protecting systems from emerging
cyber threats. He even discussed about

the next generation security solutions
from Cisco including Cognitive Threat
Analytics and Cyber Threat Defense
intelligence solutions that detect, analyze and protect against both known and
emerging threats.
The message from Cisco was ‘Enhance your organisation with better security and Meraki system.’
During the occasion, Ashok Kumar,
MD & CEO, RAH Infotech said, “Cisco’s broad approach to security beats
back the complexity in managing security products and their effectiveness.
Security platforms built by Cisco are
open and extensive, and enhance visibility, automation and more capability.
Cisco security provides superior protection across the attack continuum and
helps businesses deliver digital growth
through layered processing engines and
scalable cloud infrastructure.”

Matrix Telecom and Security Products
Win the Indian Design Mark Award 2016

M

atrix Telecom and Security products
SPARSH VP330, SPARSH VP510,
NAVAN CNX200 and COSEC VEGA have
been awarded the India Design Mark, by the
India Design Council.
The India Design Council is affiliated
with India’s Ministry of Commerce & Industry and is made up of eminent people
in academia, design and industry organizations. India Design Mark is initiated in

“I am very pleased with this recognition that four of our ﬂagship
products have received. This award
not just realizes our efforts but also
motivates us to continue creating
more new and innovative products. It
stands for the quality of Matrix products.”
– Ganesh Jivani
MD, Matrix Comsec
June 2016

cooperation with Good Design Award, Japan. Design Mark symbolizes product excellence in form, function, quality, safety,
sustainability and innovation and communicates that the product is usable, durable, aesthetically appealing & socially responsible.
Through India Design Mark the India Design Council seeks to inspire Indian manufactures to design remarkable products that
enrich the lives of people in India.
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